
 
 
 
 
 
¨Maison Couturier¨ is an old estate in tropical Veracruz, built 
by French immigrants in the nineteenth century. Surrounded 
by lush vegetation, banana and lemon plantations this estate 
has been transformed into a small “agricultural house” 
consisting of nine rooms with private terraces and antique 
furnishing details.  
 
The French community that established here in 1833 
preserves its traditions; hand crafted cheese and water 
bread are still produced nearby and food served at private 
homes has a marked French influence because it is based on 
old family recipes.  
 
The region’s main activities are agriculture and 
stockbreeding. This is a place where tractors, day laborers 
and the fresh scent of nature merge to promote wellness and 
tranquility.  
 
¨Maison Couturier¨ captures all of these elements in a single 
space. It is a lime producing estate where one can enjoy a 
traditional French meal, bathe in a natural pond, take a nap 
under old mango trees and end the day with an Armagnac 
nightcap.  
 
¨Maison Couturier¨ is about experiencing those places that 
still exist in Mexico where nature, human richness, great 
architecture and tradition come together in peace and 
harmony. It is the French spirit that survives surrounded by 
well-kept and productive fields; a fusion of Veracruz and 
France in a tropical estate.  
It is the profound love of ‘le terroir’. 
 
  
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
¿How to get to ¨Maison Couturier¨? 
 ¨Maison Couturier¨, is located on San Rafael, Veracruz; one and a half hours 
from the port of Veracruz and four hours from Mexico City.  
 
By land: 
Exit Mexico City via the Mexico-Puebla highway and once having passed Puebla, 
drive towards Orizaba. At the Amozoc toll (first toll), take the new highway to Perote. 
At the end of the road drive towards and past Atzalan. The two towns before San 
Rafael are Tlapacoyan and Martinez de la Torre. On both towns, we advise you to 
take the “libramientos” (bypass roads) in order to avoid local traffic. The entrance to 
¨Maison Couturier¨ is on the left side, right before getting to San Rafael, Ver.  

 
By plane: 
1.- Private flight on our Cessna 206, departing from the Atizapan municipal airport in 
Mexico city or from the Puebla Airport.  
The duration of the flight is approximately 40 min. It lands on our private strip, 5 min. 
from ¨Maison Couturier¨. The cost is $ 2.000.00 USD + TAX (up to 4 people) 
for a round trip, including transportation to and from ¨Maison Couturier¨. To 
make private plane reservations a full deposit for the trip must be made prior to travel.  
 
2.- With Volaris, Interjet or Aeromar, fly to the cities of Veracruz or Poza Rica. We 
can arrange land transportation or taxis and rental cars can be hired at the airports.  
*Pick up at Veracruz airport on an ESCAPE: $2,600.00 round trip for up to 4 people.  
Or on a SUBURBAN $5,200.00 Round trip for up to 6 people.   
*Pick up at Poza Rica airport on an ESCAPE: $2,300.00 round trip for up to 4  

 
 



people or on a SUBURBAN: $4,600.00 round trip for up to 6 people.  
  

  
RATES 

  
SUNDAY TO 
THURSDAY 
  

  
FRIDAY AND 
SATURDAY 

  
WEEKEND PACKAGE 2 
NIGHTS 

BUNGALOWS 
  

$ 1,200.00 $ 2,200.00 $ 3,900.00 

LANDOWNER’S ROOM 
CHAMBRE DU MAÎTRE 
DE MAISON 

  
$    800.00 

  
$ 1,600.00 

  
$ 2,900.00 

  
Plus tax  +  2% of accommodation 
Check in: 14:00 hrs.                                                                                        
Check out: 12:00 hrs. 
  
 
 
 

Amenities: 
Massage at the bungalows  

Terrace and private hammock  
Restaurant and bar at the house, its gardens and terraces...  

 “fait maison” French cuisine 
Meditation at the chapel  

Refreshing swim in the pool  
Bicycle afternoon  
Air conditioning  

Plasma screen  
Movie selection  

MiniBar 
Wireless internet  

Celebrations in an event hall for 120 people 
  

Sightseeing of a secret archaeological site and crossing of the Bobo River, tour to 
Jicaltepec, a historic town built in 1830 where the tourist can witness the true fusion of 
two cultures and its resulting richness.    
 
 

 


